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1 Layback & Cable-out in SonarWiz 

The best resource for these issues is the latest SonarWiz User Guide, with its excellent 

sections 4.2.7 and 5.14 discussing Layback & Cable-out set-up and application. This 

document serves as a supplement to help clarify these issues in a more tutorial format.   

1.1 SonarWiz User Guide – Section 4.2.7 Terms 

This User Guide section describes the terms involved in setting up layback. The whole 

concept of cable-out and layback is then discussed more fully in the User Guide section 

5.14. Here, we will just try clarify these terms: 

1. LAYBACK – is the along-track distance (horizontal, as on a flat map) from the 

GPS antenna (boat lat/long reference point) to the point in space vertically 

directly above the towfish. 

2. SHEAVE OFFSET – is the X,Y,Z position difference (all specified in meters) 

between the GPS antenna and the point at which cable-out measurement starts.  

3. CABLE-OUT – the length of cable spent out (measured in meters, or feet, and 

settable in the Sonar File Manager dialog) between the start point (sheave) and 

the towfish. This might be a manually-entered value, or come from a payout 

meter or from within the navigation messages. 

4. CABLE-OFFSET – A fixed amount to add/subtract from (typically) a Payout 

Meter reading to adjust the CABLE-OUT value up or down a bit.  

5. LBK ALGORITHM – This is really a cable-out algorithm (i.e. does not include 

Sheave offset), and reveals the choice of cable-out-percentage, or cable-out 

sensor depth, made earlier. It shows in the heading of the SonarFileManager. 

This can easily be applied per line. 

6. LAYBACK – This term listed in the Sonar File Manager heading really refers to 

Cable-out portion of layback (i.e. not including Sheave offset), and shows the 

current percentage, and allows it to be changed. This can easily be applied per 

line, and in fact MUST be applied per line, in order to get a shift in the line (since 

the default is NO Layback). 

1.2 Adding Layback During Post-Processing - Example 

If you can get a couple of counter-directional sonar lines zoomed on your main map 

view like this, you can try an experiment with cable-out and layback, to get a feel for it.   

1.2.1 Example: Initial View 

Initially, for this example, the sonar file line ends are separated by 74.366 meters: 
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North-going line 1 (points UP) is located about 74 m north of the south-going line 2 

(collected heading southward). Both lines are highlighted here, which was done by 

holding the SHIFT key and left-clicking each line in turn. Now we will try to line up the 

two sonar lines by adjusting cable-out.  

In theory, we should be able to do it, for example, by adding a cable-out value of 30 

meters to the south-heading line, and 44.366 meters to the north-heading line. Adding 

cable-out will make each  line move backwards along-track, as if the towfish is really 

farther back than shows. By doing this separately for each line, their effects should 

effectively add up to 30 + 44.4 = 74.4 total adjustment, and the lines should align. 

Here’s how to do that: 
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1. Select the north-heading line and open the Sonar File Manager. The highlighted 

line shows. Then select Set Cable-out: 
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We get a dialog and we want to set the cable-out for this line to 44.366m, so let’s do 

that: 

 

Note that the second line needs to be unchecked here or both lines would be affected.  
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Next, select the second line (see checkbox) and apply 30.0 m cable-out: 
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Now click OK to close the Sonar File Manager and look at the main map view – no 

effect, right? What happened?!  

 

One more step and we’re there: Re-open the Sonar File Manager and scroll to the right 

and change each LAYBACK column value to 100% - meaning Cable-out adjustment of 

100% of the Here it is being set for the first line: 
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The “Layback” column value should be set to “100% cable-out” value should be applied 

to each respective line, so our example works.  
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The result should be both lines saying there is 100% cable-out to be applied, like so: 

 

 

Note that in a typical real-world situation, you may have surveyed back & forth past a 

known reference point like a buoy chain, and found 74 m in difference, and in this case 

you would apply 74/2 = 37m layback symmetrically to each file, rather than 30 m + 44 

m to separate files, as we have done in the example above.  
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1.2.2 Example: Cable-Out Adjusted View 

Finally, click OK to close the Sonar File Manager and refresh the display by clicking on 

the  icon . Voila! Perfect alignment between the two lines: 

 

Note that a partial screen refresh may occur unless you explicitly refresh by clicking on 

the REFRESH icon:  but don’t let that deter you. This layback control is awesome 

and you should do it BEFORE placing contacts and targets on the lines.  
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1.3 Positive and Negative Values of Cable-out – Both Work Great! 

Not many of us steer with the towfish ahead of the boat, right? But it you did, you would 

set a negative value for Sheave Offset Y, or set a negative value for Cable-out. This 

ability to set a negative value for cable-out really does help, too, in the case where one 

might have mistakenly had a top-side unit add in “layback” twice, for example. Suppose 

50m layback had been added into your XTF file before import to SonarWiz, and you 

know the real layback aws 50m. What to do? Simply use our layback correction 

capability and use -50m for the cable-out for the entire file.  

1.4 Variable Cable-out Adjustments 

This need may arise when cable-out values were changed during a survey, such as 

when adjustments might have occurred surveying over an area that transitioned from 

shallow to deep tpo shallow.  It is a special technique to be used for setting the actual 

meters/feet cable-out value, in addition to the means of applying cable-out shown 

above.  

This technique is described in excellent detail in the SonarWiz User Guide section 

5.14.3, but will be summarized here.  

Basically, in the Bottom Track view of your sonar line, you right-click at a ping position 

to add a “cable out node” – i.e.  re-defined the value of cable-out at that point in the 

sonar file.  When you right-click in such a case, you get a “Add Cable Out node” button 

that looks like this: 

 

You then need to move the cursor over the “Add Cable Out Node” button (it will turn blue),  
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and then click on it. The resulting drop-window dialog allows you to add a cable-out 

node value at that point, and only in that file: 
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Special considerations in doing this:  

1. Add 2 nodes at a time after the first one, when a cable-out value changes. Like 

going from an initial value of 10m to the next value of 20m requires 3 nodes. 

Node1=10m, say at ping #1. Node2=10m at ping 2000. Then Node3=10m at ping 

2100. This way, cable-out actually ramps up, such as at 10pings/sec, between 

pings 2000 and 2100 – as if it took 10 secs for the cable-out to change. 

2. To set a third cable-out value at ping 3000, again use the 2-node technique. Set 

Node4=20m at ping 3000, then set Node5=30m at ping 3100 (or at whatever 

delay after ping 3000 actually represented the point in time where full 30m cable-

out had been achieved). This really helps your data transition fairly smoothly 

between the actual cable-out settings from 10 to 20 to 30m.  

1.5 Cable Out Resolution - integral XTF storage, x10 SEG storage 

You can read the CableOut values stored in your XTF or SEG files using Tools -> XTF -

> Extract XTF Navigation, or doing the same for SEG. If the files were recorded by 
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SonarWiz, here is the resolution currently stored, as of 5.07.0012 (and all earlier 

versions): 

(1) we always write integral meters of cable into the XTF ping header. So cable-out 
values like 1,2,3  ... 10m will be recorded in meters. The integral cable out value is 
part of the XTF file specification, not something that SonarWiz chooses.  Any vendor 
that adheres to the XTF spec will record (and should pay out, in cable length) 
integral meters. 

 
(2) SEGY is different though.  For SonarWiz recorded SEGY we store cable out as 

meters X10 so that users can know their cable lengths to 10 cm resolution.  Even 
better though is that we state this fact in the EBCDIC header.... 

 

1.6 SHEAVE OFFSET with CableOut = 0m - SonarWIz 6 and 7 Differences 

In SonarWiz 6, you can add SHEAVE OFFSET = 10m for example, and CableOut = 0m, 

and in File Manager leave LAYBACK = NO LAYBACK, and the line will still move with a 

sheave offset adjustment.  

In contrast, in SonarWiz 7 you need to set LAYBACK = 100% CABLE OUT, when 

applying only a sheave offset, even when CableOut = 0m.  

2 Cable-out Information Source Discussion 

The SonarWiz User Guide can seem confusing in discussions of layback and cable-out, 
but this may help clarify it by defining layback = (sheave-offset) + (some proportion of 
cable-out) 

A = distance from the GPS unit to the start of the cable. The start of the cable-out 
location measurement is called the SHEAVE. This distance A is described as SHEAVE 
OFFSET. 

B = length of CABLE paid out (easily measured and annotated) , optionally multiplied by 
a percentage. 

C = LAYBACK, which is a function of A and B. C = the actual "horizontal" distance from 
the GPS unit to the point on the surface of the water vertically above the towfish. It is 
hard to measure this exactly! Really we are trying to measure the distance from the 
GPS back to a point on the water surface vertically above the towfish, which is at the 
end of a cable B length angled down into the water. 

The reason we don't just say C = A + B is that cable-out (B) goes down at some angle 
into the water, and it's not a straight line - there's a bend in the cable!  
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Just like the familiar y = mx + b equation for a line in Geometry class, the cable 
descends away from the starting point at some negative slope, so cable forms a 
hypotenuse with the water surface plane, and what we need is the distance back on the 
surface to the vertical point above the towfish. Thinking about it this way, you can see 
how useful it would be to know exactly how deep the fish is, so we could use the 
Pythagorean theorem, to compute the legs of the triangle formed by the water surface, 
boat (sheave point), and tow-fish.. 

So horizontal distance to the point on the water where you look straight down on the 
towfish is not B ... but a function of the triangle formed between the sheave, the water 
surface, and the towfish. So if you go down at a slight angle, horizontal distance 
between the SHEAVE and the vertical point above the towfish might be only 80% x B 
instead of 100% of B. If the towfish were right at the surface of the water instead of 
submerged, then the horizontal distance between the sheave and the towfish would be 
100% of CABLE-OUT, so layback would be A + B = C.  

In the submerged towfish situation, though, layback is more typically C = A + (0.82 B) as 
an example. The angle down to the towfish depends primarily on ship speed. Also, the 
cable is not straight, but curved, due to current pressures on it, and this bend is called a 
caternary - another obscure term for a curve.  Since all this math may be confusing, 
SonarWiz gives you the choice of computing it for you (using cable-out algorithm), or 
letting you do your own manually-entered values for cable-out and cable-out 
percentage. 

The reason we specify a percentage of B, is that B can be measured - like with a cable 
pay-out meter or markings on the cable - but you really can't measure the layback 
directly - you have to approximate the horizontal distance along the water surface to the 
point vertically above the towfish, based on experience and tests, like versus known 
reference points.  

2.1 XTF Options on CableOut Import 

2.1.1 Choosing among 2 CableOut Locations 

You may have CableOut stored in one of two places in an XTF file, and SonarWiz 
presents the choice to you, which field to use for the import.  When you import your XTF 
file, select the FileTypeSpecificOptions dialog, like this: 
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The next dialog that appears has File-Type tabes, and you need to select XTF, then 
choose the CableOut import field: Choce from (1) or (2), then verify what imports. 
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Choices like this exist because individual vendors make different choices about how to 
write CableOut into their files. Since it varies, SonarWiz can't make the choice for you 
definitively, and you need to experiment a bit for your own particular XTF files.  

2.1.2 Verifying Your CableOut Imported Value 

To see what value of CableOut has imported into your CSF file (the Compact Sonar 

Format file gets created as an internal SonarWiz representation of your XTF file), use 

these dialogs to create a readable CSV (comma separated values) format file of your 

CSF data, so that you can view it.  

Use (1) Tools -> (2) CSF -> (3) Convert CSF to CSV like this: 
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The exported CSV file will have the same name as the CSF file you chose, and will 

export to the CSF sub-folder of your project, like this example: 

 

When you open such a file in NOTEPAD or, in this example, EXCEL, you can look at 

the CableOut column (column title = CBL) and see what imported: 
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In my case, I was lucky that the XTF file had CableOut stored in the CableOut field in 

the file, so I only had to import once. When it has imported like this, I can then use the 

value, applying it as descriobed earlier in this document, setting my LBK Algorithm to 

Cable-Percent, and my Layback to 100% CableOut. Then the CableOut values stored in 

my XTF file, will be applied into the imported mosaic I am post-processing. 
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3 Managing Layback in a Dual-Recording SS / SB  or Bathy / SB 

Scenario 

This section gives advice about how to manage layback / cable-out in scenarios where 

two types of real-time acquisition are occurring in parallel, saving an XTF and SEG file 

at the same time.  

3.1 Real-time Acquisition Rules Affecting Dual-Recording 

SonarWiz can record an XTF file and a SEG file at the same time, so both the following 

types of recodings may be made: 

(1) Sidescan (saved to XTF file) and Sub-bottom (saved to SEG file) - recorded at the 

same time. E.g. Edgetech 4200 SS and Stratabox SB - recorded at the same time  

(2) Bathymetric (saved to XTF file) and Sub-bottom (saved to SEG file) - recorded at the 

same time. E.g. Edgetech 4600/6205 SS and Stratabox SB - recorded at the same 

time  

In each case, there is one navigation dialog set-up controlling navigation recording for 

BOTH the XTF and SEG files, e.g.: 
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(3) XTF may or may not have CableOut recorded into it, but you can apply it or not, or 

manually over-ride in post-processing.  

(4) For the Sub-bottom SEG file, if CableOut was recorded in, it would be from the same 

CableOut source at that written to the XTF file ... so you might have CableOut 

recorded as 100M form one CableMeter (only one can automatically record at a 

time). Whatever ... you may need to manually override in post-processing.  

3.2 Post-processing: Sheave Offset and CableOut plans in Dual-Recording 

Sheave Offset and CableOut/Layback may be applied individually to any files or sets of 

files within the same SonarWiz project. You can carefully manage separate sheave 

offsets and cable-out values on sidescan and sub-bottom files separately, whether they 

were recorded by SonarWiz or not. It depends upon separate application of 

SheaveOffset and CableOut values, to the two files, or sets of files, in sequence.  
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For that matter, this is a general SonarWiz ability, to apply Sheave Offset and CableOut 

values to any pair of files, or separate sets of files, within the same project, though 

these examples are about a single SS and a single SB file. 

Here's an example of applying separate Sheave Offset and CableOut values to a pair of 

files, and XTF and a SEG file, which happen to have been recorded by SonarWiz (not 

real sonar data - just simulated date from CMAX CM-2 Sidescan Server, and function-

generator input of a sine-wave signal to the NI Analog Sub-bottom Server).  

3.2.1 Initial Mosaic View - Prior to Applying Sheave Offset or CableOut 

Initially there is no layback applied to either CSF file, and they overlap perfectly. Note 

that the XTF and SEG files each import and transform into common sonar format (CSF) 

inside SonarWiz. The files overlap because the same single set of navigation data was 

used in the simultaneous recording of these two files.  

 

3.2.2 Modification of Sidescan Sheave Offset and CableOut in CSF file 

In the SonarFileManager, after file import, select the SHEAVE OFFSET button, and set 

the sidescan CSF file SHEAVE OFFSET to X=5.0m Y= -5.0m Z=0.0m like this, for 

example: 
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Then select the Set CableOut button, and set the sidescan CSF file CableOut value to 

250m: 

 

3.2.3 Modification of Sub-bottom Sheave Offset and CableOut in CSF file 

In the SonarFileManager, after file import, select the SHEAVE OFFSET button, and set 

the sub-bottom CSF file SHEAVE OFFSET to X= 50m Y= -10.00m Z= 0.0 m like this, for 

example: 
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Then select the Set CableOut button, and set the sub-bottom CSF file CableOut value 

to 100m: 
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3.2.4 View PROPERTIES on each file to confirm settings 

You can see these settings applied in the plan view easily, because the sonar data have 

re-positioned. As a second way of verifying that the correct settings are being applied, 

go ahead and confirm the settings by viewing PROPERTIES on each file: 
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(1) Sidescan CSF file properties: 

 

(2) and for the sub-bottom CSF file properties: 

 

So this example shows how to apply different CableOut and Sheave Offset values to a 

pair of files, in this case a SS and a SB file. In practice, you can adjust Sheav Offset and 

CableOut individually for any pair of files, or sets of files, though the visibility is limited to 

the PROPERTIES view of individual files at one time. Keep careful records, and 

perhaps an external spreadsheet, to help document the project Sheave-offset and 

Cable-Out plan.  
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4 Real-time Tests - Sheave Offset and Cable-Out Effects on Fish 

Position 

The following tests were conducted with SonarWiz.07.0010.  
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4.1 Test 1 - Sheave offset Y= -50 m 

4.1.1 Test 1 - Navigation Dialog Settings 
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4.1.2 Test 1 - R/T Mosaic View 

 

The fish icon shows a lag behind the boat, and the distance is 50m. 

 

Next, the CMAX CM2 server started a simulated-data run and we did a quick record of 1 

minute to create SheaveTest-0007.XTF.  The file was renamed to SheaveTest-

0007_FISH.XTF and SheavTest-0007_SHIP.XTF, and two imports were done - using 

CONFIGURE EXISTING PROJECT before each import. The settings were: 
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We imported the XTF line first using FISH navigation, 

Second, we imported the line using SHIP navigation. 
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Both project and import coordinate systems were set to UTM84-10N - Meters.  

4.1.3 XTF Navigation Data View 

Using Tools -> Extract XTF Navigation, we can see that both fish and ship navigation 

got stored, and they are different.  
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So sheave offset got added into the fish position. We'll import the file both ways and 

measure the position different, next: 
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4.1.4 Mosaic Plot of Fish line vs Ship line after IMPORT 

 

 

So the FISH-based navigation plot shows the line position back 50m, incorporating the 

SHEAVE OFFSET.  

4.1.5 Fish line vs Ship line - Properties View 

The SHIP line PROPERTIES show that there are -50m sheave offset in the line: 
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The FISH positioned line shows these properties: 
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4.2 Test 2 - Incorporating X=25 in Sheave Offset 

Note that sheave offset X=25 did displace the fish position in the R/T position view too: 

 

4.3 Results Summary - Computed Sheave Offset and Cable Out effects 

We ran a set of tests and compiled the results in a table below. In each case below, we 

looked at the position of the sonar line in the mosaic view, with respect to each other, 

and looked at the reported PROPERTIES of each imported line.  

 

Test Condition Line Positions FISH vs SHIP PROPERTIES 

Test1 - sheave offset Y = -50 Fish lagged ship by 50 m Both lines show sheave offset 
Y= -50m 

Test2 - sheave offset Y= -50 
            X = 25m 

Fish offset 50m back, 25m 
southeast of ship 

Both lines show sheave offset 
Y= -50m, x = 25m 

Test3 - CableOut = 100m Fish lagged ship by only 35m, 
as if cable-out=100.0 was 
being interpreted as feet. 

CableOut = 100 shown for 
both lines 

Test4 - CableOut = 300m   

Test4 - sheave offset Y = -
50m       
            CableOut = 300m 

  

Test5 - sheave offset Y = -
50m 
             X = 25m 
             CableOut = 100m 
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More supporting evidence is shown below. 

4.3.1 Test 2 - Imported FISH and SHIP lines - Mosaic Positions View 

Sheave offset Y = -50m, X = 25m in this case: 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Test 3 - Imported FISH and SHIP lines - Mosaic Positions View 

Set-up: Cable-out = 100m, no sheave offset. 
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R/T view: 

 

Imported line positions: 
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Surprise - the offset was only 35m. Looks like 100 cable out was being interpreted as 

feet.  

 

4.3.3 Test 4 - Imported FISH and SHIP lines - Mosaic Positions View 

Tried CableOut = 300m  

 

and the R/T view showed 300m: 

 

Imported lines: 
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